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Story

What secret is the emperor hiding?

The ninjas Mari, Naoto and Toru are faced with a mystery. Emperor Ohito seems to be immortal - but how is

that possible? They must uncover his secret at all costs. But in doing so, they put themselves in great

danger ...

Give your child the proven successful concept for learning to read.

Learning to read is easy - with the first reading books in the Leselöwen series for 3rd grade. The

bestselling children's books support the text comprehension of children aged 8 and older with many

extras:

An exciting mission for the ninjas

The successful reading lions now also for the 3rd grade
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New concept adapted to the needs of 3rd grade readers

Exciting story with surprising resolution

For over 45 years, children have been learning to read successfully with the Reading Lions

Over 27 million copies sold - No. 1 in Germany, Austria and Switzerland

Exciting stories for experienced beginning readers, indispensable for learning to read with fun

Co-developed and recommended by teachers, tested by elementary school students

Simple, short sentences in large primer font optimally support the process of learning to

read

Precisely geared to the interests and reading skills of elementary school students

With question and exercise section to promote text comprehension

Including exciting "did you know?" factual knowledge
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More titles in this series

Reading Lions (Year 3)

– Excitement In the Bike Park
Reading Lions (Year 3)

– How to Tame a Dragon?

Reading Lions (Year 3) -

Amazon Detectives: Danger in

the Rainforest

Reading Lions (Year 3) - On

the Trail of the Car Burglar
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